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ABSTRACT
The CyGaMEs approach to instructional game design and assessment aligns the game
system, gameplay, and game goal with a targeted learning domain (Reese, 2007, 2008,
2009). Thus, CyGaMEs measures of player progress toward the game goal capture
player’s growing knowledge of that domain. The CyGaMEs timed report tool collects
embedded measures of player’s knowledge growth. CyGaMEs uses timed report for
assessment and evaluation. Quantitative analyses demonstrated that Selene Classic
timed report is a reliable, valid, and sensitive assessment measure. Analysis of timed
report data during formative evaluation of Selene II informed revision by revealing and
quantifying design ﬂaws in performance, game system/gameplay, and/or timed report
algorithm. The timed report tool enhances designer’s ability to formatively evaluate
game-based instructional environments and assess player’s knowledge growth.

TIMED REPORT

EVALUATION

Timed report collects a measure of player’s progress toward the game goal every 10 seconds of
gameplay, scoring +1, -1, or 0. If a player knows the domain, timed report within an aligned game
will graph as positive progress. The cumulative timed report plot adds each successive timed report
score to those that precede it. Perfect gameplay has a slope of 1. For the knowledgeable player progressing toward the game goal, cumulative timed report should graph as a line with a positive slope.
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ASSESSMENT

Identify Game Defects (Reese, submitted)

Quantify Player’s Knowledge Growth (Reese & Tabachnick, 2010)

Criterion. Cumulative timed report for a knowledgeable player fails progression toward the game goal.

Criterion. Cumulative timed report for a knowledgeable player progresses toward the game goal.

Defect 1. The game is misaligned with the targeted domain.
Defect 2. The timed report is misspeciﬁed.

Selene measures learning as quantiﬁed behavior. Diﬀerent people have learning moments at diﬀerent
times. CyGaMEs identiﬁed a moment of learning for the underlying science of accretion, i.e., accretionLM, and used gesture data to identify the time at which each of 22 exemplar players achieved it. The
timed report successfully ascertained when people had and had not learned accretionLM (Reese & Tabachnick, 2010). The learning moment, in and of itself, explained 95 percent of the variance in player’s
timed report progress.

The evaluator can combine timed report data with other tools from the CyGaMEs assessment suite. The velocity gesture report is
another CyGaMEs embedded assessment. The Selene Classic velocity metric is also a powerful measure of learner’s accretion
mental model that triangulates with timed report (Reese & Tabachnick, 2010)
Formative Evaluation of Pre-release Selene II.
Selene is a game about the origin and evolution of the Earth’s moon. Players discover and apply fundamental principles of planetary geology to build the Moon, ﬂood it with lava ﬂows, and pepper it with impact craters. Selene accretion gameplay module targeted learning goals are: Low energy collisions accrete, high energy collisions fragment. Heat from collisions melted the protomoon into a magma ocean.
Accretion scale 3 gameplay characteristics both motivated and forced player’s gameplay away from the targeted learning goals. To
be successful, the player was forced to focus on accruing mass and radiation quickly before heat dissipated. This motivated high
energy collisions and disregard of density goal states.

An algorithmic developed to model the process of hand identiﬁcation of accretionLM replicated ﬁndings.
Future development work should generate a rule and algorithm that will support the Selene
environment’s backend reporting system to automate discovery, measurement, and reporting of the accretionLM and, eventually, other moments of learning.
Timed report can be a strong and accurate measure of learning when games are designed according to
the CyGaMEs approach.
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Timed Report

Formative evaluation using timed report informed adjustment of the accretion scale 3
Will Wright said that instructional game design requires as much eﬀort as commercial game design (Langhoﬀ, et al., 2009). Jessie
Schell (2008) agrees. Instructional game design and development is tough work. The timed report can be used within formative
evaluation to ensure that the game aligns with the targeted content and instructional goals. Once the game and the measures are
honed for accuracy, they can be used as embedded assessments of player’s knowledge growth.

The CyGaMEs Approach
Translating Expert Knowledge into Procedural Gameplay
Assessing Learning and Perceived Experience
Making Learning Intuitive
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